MONDAY, OCTOBER, 19

001. Protect the Value of Your Labor: Survival Skills for Freelancing in Oral History  
OHA Annual Meeting  
Workshop  
11:00 to 2:30 pm  
Zoom: Room 1  
Workshop Leader:  
Liz Strong, Independent Contractor

OHA Annual Meeting  
Workshop  
11:00 to 2:30 pm  
Zoom: Room 10  
Workshop Leader:  
Amanda Tewes, University of California Berkeley

003. Podcasting  
OHA Annual Meeting  
Workshop  
11:00 to 2:30 pm  
Zoom: Room 2  
Workshop Leader:  
Francesca Fenzi

004. Introduction to Oral History  
OHA Annual Meeting  
Workshop  
11:00 to 2:30 pm  
Zoom: Room 3  
Workshop Leader:  
Benji de la Piedra, Central Arkansas Library System

005. Black Lives Matter Uprising and Oral History: An Open Forum  
OHA Annual Meeting  
Roundtable  
3:00 to 6:30 pm  
Zoom: Room 1

TUESDAY, OCTOBER, 20

006. More Than Kickstarter: Grassroots Fundraising as a Sustainable Strategy  
OHA Annual Meeting  
Workshop  
11:30 to 1:00 pm  
Zoom: Room 1  
Workshop Leader:  
Daniel Horowitz Garcia, Independent Historian

007. An Introduction to Remote Interviewing  
OHA Annual Meeting  
Workshop  
11:30 to 1:00 pm  
Zoom: Room 10

008. Photographing People as a way of Documenting Place  
OHA Annual Meeting  
Workshop  
11:30 to 1:00 pm  
Zoom: Room 2

Workshop Leader:  
Kate Medley, Documentary Photographer and Oral Historian.

009. Profiles and Journeys of Identity, Recovery, and Be(longing)  
OHA Annual Meeting  
Paper Session  
1:30 to 3:00 pm  
Zoom: Room 1  
Participants:  
Complex Standpoint, Identity, and Struggle: Narrative Analysis of Mr. Kimura Kishizo, A First Generation Japanese Canadian Izumi Niki, York University  
Recovering, Remembering, Recognizing, Persistence: An Oral History of the First African-American Women to Graduate from Georgetown University School of Nursing Brian Floyd, Georgetown University  
The Journeys of Maria Perez Arredondo James B. Lane, Indiana University Northwest  
School, Work, Love, Life, and (Be)longing: Life Histories of Two Professional Black Canadian Women in Vancouver Annette Henry, University of British Columbia

Chair:  
Annette Henry, University of British Columbia

010. Respecting Cultural Sensitivities in an Open Access World  
OHA Annual Meeting  
Paper Session  
1:30 to 3:00 pm  
Zoom: Room 10  
Participants:  
Co-Witness to Catastrophe: Encountering the November 13, 2015, Paris Attacks through Oral History Caroline Cunfer, Brown University  
Is Oral History Always Empowering for Minorities? Asian Immigrants and the Ethics of Oral History Uzma Quraishi, Sam Houston State University

Chair:  
Pamela Henson, Smithsonian Institution Archives

011. Narratives of Women and Other Marginalized Voices from Nigeria, Uganda and Rwanda  
OHA Annual Meeting  
Paper Session  
1:30 to 3:00 pm  
Zoom: Room 2  
Participants:  
Writing Women Back into Rwandan History: Reflections on a Graphic Novel Approach Erin Jessee, University of Glasgow  
The Quest for Self Determination : Identity and Images of Mormon African Women Amaechi Henry Okafor, University of Ibadan

Chair:  
Fath Davis Ruffins, Smithsonian National Museum of American History

012. Oral Histories of Science and the AIP/NASA Heliophysics Oral History Project  
OHA Annual Meeting  
Roundtable
1:30 to 3:00 pm
Zoom: Room 3
Panelists:
*Joanna B. Behrman*, American Institute of Physics
*Jon B. Phillips*, American Institute of Physics
*Ryan Hearty*, American Institute of Physics
*Samantha Thompson*, Smithsonian Institute

Chair:
*David B. Zierler*, American Institute of Physics

Commentators:
*David Caruso*, Science History Institute
*Kristine Harper*, Florida State University

013. Waging Peace in Vietnam: Voices of the U.S. Soldiers and Veterans Who Opposed the War
OHA Annual Meeting
Panel
1:30 to 3:00 pm
Zoom: Room 4

Participants:
Vietnam War Poems by Lamont B. Steptoe *Lamont B. Steptoe, Veterans for Peace*
Taking Oral Histories *Willa Seidenberg, University of Southern California*
Racism on the Front Lines in Vietnam *Greg Payton, Vietnam Veterans Against the War*

Chair:
*Ron Carver*, Institute for Policy Studies

014. Encountering and Shaping Digital, Holocaust, and Nationalist Memories in Eastern and Southeastern Europe 100 Years After WWI
OHA Annual Meeting
Panel
1:30 to 3:00 pm
Zoom: Room 5

Participants:
Crowd-Sourcing Jasenovac: Wikipedia in Collective Remembrance and National Identity *Alexandra Zaremba, American University*
Untelling ‘Peaceful Soviet Citizens’: Encounters with the Holocaust in Post-Maidan Ukraine *Amber Nickell, Purdue University*
I Unknowingly Supported Hungarian Nationalism: A Self-Reflection on Complicity in the Nationalist Memory Practices of an Authoritarian State *Johanna Mellis, Ursinus College*

Chair:
*Benjamin Zajicek*, Towson University

Commentator:
*Jazmine Contreras*, University of Minnesota

015. Producing an Issue of the Southern Maryland-focused, Undergraduate-staffed Oral History Journal, SlackWater
OHA Annual Meeting
Roundtable
1:30 to 3:00 pm
Zoom: Room 6

Panelists:
*Tom Chen*, St. Mary's College of Maryland
*Casey Bacon*, St. Mary's College of Maryland
*Lindsay Wooleyhand*, St. Mary's College of Maryland

Chair:
*Gerald Gabriel*, St. Mary's College of Maryland

016. Oral History and the Civil Rights Era: Community, Change and Experience in Maryland
OHA Annual Meeting
Listening Session
1:30 to 3:00 pm
Zoom: Room 7

Presenters:
*James R. Karmel*, Harford Community College
*Nina Oxendine*, Harford Community College
*Thurl R Snell*, Havre de Grace Colored School Foundation

017. Family History and Distance Interviewing
OHA Annual Meeting
Mini-workshop
1:30 to 3:00 pm
Zoom: Room 8

Workshop Leaders:
*Mary Contini Gordon*, Independent Scholar
*James Fowler*, CIO, ADST

018. Democratic and Transnational Spaces: Oral History on the Margins
OHA Annual Meeting
Paper Session
1:30 to 3:00 pm
Zoom: Room 9

Participants:
Social Revolution to Political Liberation: Reclaiming of Democratic Spaces by the Buddhist Nuns in Contemporary India *Harsha Gautam, Jawaharlal Nehru University*
Partition Narratives: On Identity, Trauma, and Transnational Existence *Guneet Kaur, Columbia University*
Political Histories of the Marginalized and Oral History: A Case Study of Kanshiram and Bahuwan Samaj Party in Uttar Pradesh *Siddharth Gautam, Jawaharlal Nehru University*

Chair:
*Brian Greenwald*, Schuchman Center

019. Coffee Break 1
OHA Annual Meeting
Reception
3:00 to 3:30 pm
SecondLife: SecondLife

020. The Dynamic Nature of Oral History Archiving and Collections Management
OHA Annual Meeting
Paper Session
3:30 to 5:00 pm
Zoom: Room 1

Participants:
Broken Promises?: The ‘Democratization’ of Oral History through Online Access *Charlie Morgan, British Library*
Expanding Our Scope, Enriching Our Voice *Kate Fair, The Vanguard Group*
Oral Histories and Archival Records - Getting the Big Picture *Ann May, World Bank Group*

Chair:
*Anne Ritchie*, National Gallery of Art

021. Conversations Across Time, Generation, and Difference in
022. Oral History Illuminates Complicated Stories of National and Ethnic Identity
OHA Annual Meeting
Paper Session
3:30 to 5:00 pm
Zoom: Room 3
Participants:
- Emotion and the Pursuit of “Restorative Citizenship”: The Case of Spanish and Portuguese Sephardi Descendants
  Rina Benmayor, California State University Monterey Bay
- Japanese Americans: Marginalized, Then Called Upon to Serve “Their” Country
  Kana Jenkins, University of Maryland; Amy Wasserstrom, University of Maryland
- A Petite Warrior Fighting Big Battles, New York Style
  Sachiko Takayasu, Columbia University
Chair: Benji de la Piedra, Central Arkansas Library System

023. Oral History and Understanding Social Movements
OHA Annual Meeting
Paper Session
3:30 to 5:00 pm
Zoom: Room 4
Participants:
- Oral History that ‘Reactivates’ Movements: Reflections on Knowledge and Action in Urban Mexico
  Brad H. Wright, Middle Tennessee State University
  Belinda Davis, Rutgers University
- Red State Rising: Studying Educators’ Oral Histories of the 2018 Oklahoma Education Walkouts
  Erin Dyke, Oklahoma State University
- Holding Them Accountable: Chicano-Black Coalition Building and the Struggle Against Police Misconduct, Houston, Texas
  Jesus Jesse Esparza, Texas Southern University
Chair: Tod Roulette, New York City Dept of Education

024. Navigating Meaning(s): How Art Practice Can Inform Ethical Listening
OHA Annual Meeting
Listening Session
3:30 to 5:00 pm
Zoom: Room 5
Presenters:
- Nyssa Chow, Princeton University
- Liza Zapol, Columbia University

025. The Quest for Religious Minority Identity: Jewish Journeys
OHA Annual Meeting
Panel
3:30 to 5:00 pm
Zoom: Room 6
Participants:
- The Big Tallit: Jewish Identity
  Dena Scher, Independent Scholar
- Jewish/Gentile Relations: Paying it Forward
  Cary Levy, Congregation Shir Tikvah
- Themes of Jewish Identity
  Dean Purcell, Independent Scholar
Chair: Dena Scher, Independent Scholar

026. Using Oral History to Increase Youth Perspectives in Cultural Spaces
OHA Annual Meeting
Mini-workshop
3:30 to 5:00 pm
Zoom: Room 8
Workshop Leaders:
- Alexander Lothstein, Maryland Historical Society
- Bria Warren, Maryland Historical Society

027. Implications of COVID-19 Panel
OHA Annual Meeting
Paper Session
3:30 to 5:00 pm
Zoom: Room 9

028. Mentor Reception
OHA Annual Meeting
Reception
6:00 to 8:00 pm
SecondLife: SecondLife

029. How We Go Home: Native Voices and Oral History
OHA Annual Meeting
Facilitated Discussion
11:30 to 1:00 pm
Zoom: Room 1
Facilitators:
- Sarah Sinclair, Voice of Witness
- Dao Tran, Voice of Witness
- Mimi Lok, Voice of Witness

030. Mobilizing Oral History: Exhibiting and Conducting Oral Histories on the Streets
OHA Annual Meeting
Roundtable
11:30 to 1:00 pm
Zoom: Room 10
Panelists:
031. Understanding the Evolving Roles of Women at the Smithsonian: Race, Gender, and Excellence
OHA Annual Meeting
Panel
11:30 to 1:00 pm
Zoom: Room 2
Participants:
Oral History at the Smithsonian: An Overview Hannah M. Byrne, Smithsonian Institution Archives
From “Didn’t Do Anything Important” to “Just One of the Boys”: Women’s Strategies for a Career at the Smithsonian Pamela Henson, Smithsonian Institution Archives
Jeannine Smith Clark: Oral History Reflections of a Smithsonian Trailblazer Kelly Elaine Navies, Smithsonian National Museum of African American History and Culture
Chair/Commentator: Ariana Curtis, Smithsonian

032. Harrowing and Healing Memories and the Oral History Process
OHA Annual Meeting
Paper Session
11:30 to 1:00 pm
Zoom: Room 3
Participants:
“It’s not just me”: Ending Isolation, Shame, and Stigma Around Abortion through Oral Histories Melissa Madera, University of Texas Austin/The Abortion Diary
Into the Void: Women Survivors of the Holocaust Remember the End of World War II Daina Eglitis, George Washington University
“Memories of an alternate personality”: Negotiating Intersubjectivity while Interviewing Drag Queens and the People who Embody Them Isabel Machado, University of Memphis
Memory and Fire Katie Singer, Rutgers University-Newark
Chair: Lu Ann Jones, National Park Service

033. The Intersections of University Oral History and Title IX
OHA Annual Meeting
Facilitated Discussion
11:30 to 1:00 pm
Zoom: Room 4
Facilitators:
Jonathan Coulis, Emory University
Amanda Tewes, University of California Berkeley
Eunice Kim, Columbia University

034. The (M)others: An Oral History Performance
OHA Annual Meeting
Performance
11:30 to 1:00 pm
Zoom: Room 5
Chair: Nikki Yeboah, San Jose State University
Performers:
Nia Alsop, Duke Ellington School of the Arts
Nikki Yeboah, San Jose State University

035. Do You Hear Sexism? Interrogating Gender in Politics
OHA Annual Meeting
Listening Session
11:30 to 1:00 pm
Zoom: Room 6
Presenters:
Katherine Anne Scott, U.S. Senate Historical Office
Natalie Fousekis, California State University, Fullerton
Jacquelyn Dowd Hall, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

036. The Promises and Pitfalls of Feminist Oral History in the American West, Past and Present
OHA Annual Meeting
Roundtable
11:30 to 1:00 pm
Zoom: Room 7
Panelists:
Sherna Berger Gluck, California University, Long Beach
Laurie Mercier, Washington State University in Vancouver
Maylei Blackwell, Chicano/a Studies, UCLA
Sandy Poliahuk, Independent Scholar
Virginia Espino, UCLA
Chair: Claytee White, University of Las Vegas, Nevada

037. ERA’s Crucial Battleground: The ERA Fight in Illinois
OHA Annual Meeting
Panel
11:30 to 1:00 pm
Zoom: Room 8
Participants:
ERA Fight in Illinois: The Early Years Mark DePue, Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library
ERA Fight in Illinois: 1982’s Bitter End Jan Droegkamp, Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library
Writing the Book on Illinois's ERA Fight Kaytlin Jacoby, Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library
Chair: Mark DePue, Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library

038. Beyond the Academy: Oral History in Government, Economics, and Psychology
OHA Annual Meeting
Paper Session
11:30 to 1:00 pm
Zoom: Room 9
Participants:
The Orlando Plan: The Oral History of a Greek-American NGO Lisa Camichos, Hickory High School
GDPR and Oral History: What It Is and Why It Matters Rebecca Louise McGilveray, Independent Scholar
Psychology in Czechoslovakia: Oral History of Tortuous Roads
Chair:
to Democratic Psychology Ivo Čermák, Institute of Psychology, Academy of Sciences, Czech Republic; Radovan Šikl, Institute of Psychology, Academy of Sciences, Czech Republic; Markéta Černá, Institute of Psychology, Academy of Sciences, Czech Republic

Chair: Marcia Schmidt-Blaine, Plymouth State University

039. Coffee Break 2
OHA Annual Meeting
Reception
1:00 to 1:30 pm
SecondLife: SecondLife

040. Oral History and Biography
OHA Annual Meeting
Paper Session
1:30 to 3:00 pm
Zoom: Room 1

Participants:
The Interviewer as Biographical Subject Todd Moye, University of North Texas
The Applicability of Oral History Testimonies in Researching the Life Journeys of Hungarian Creative Intellectuals Agnes Kepiro, Janos Tornyai Museum
Oral History as African American Biography: Reassembling "A Terrible Thing to Waste" David Hamilton Golland, Governors State University

Chair: Todd Moye, University of North Texas

OHA Annual Meeting
Paper Session
1:30 to 3:00 pm
Zoom: Room 10

Participants:
Revealing the Silenced Voices of Buncombe County, North Carolina Through an Oral Historian's Lens, 1880-1980 Rebecca D. Stubbs, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
Organize, Activate, Liberate: Black Women Educators and the Quiet Resistance of Radical Pedagogy in Oklahoma City during Civil Rights Autumn Brown, Oklahoma State University

Chair: Kelly Elaine Navies, Smithsonian National Museum of African American History and Culture

042. Celebrating a 50-Year Oral History Collaboration Between the Poarch Band of Creek Indians and the University of Florida
OHA Annual Meeting
Roundtable
1:30 to 3:00 pm
Zoom: Room 2

Panelists:
Patrick Daglaris, Oklahoma State University
Diana Dombrowski, Independent Scholar
Deborah Hendrix, University of Florida
Deidra Dees, Poarch Band of Creek Indians
Grace Chun, University of Florida

Chair: Paul Ortiz, University of Florida

043. The Art of the Possible: Oral History Access Strategies and Workflows that You Can Put to Use
OHA Annual Meeting
Panel
1:30 to 3:00 pm
Zoom: Room 3

Participants:
Increasing Access and Accessibility to Oral History Archives at Yale University Library Kevin Glick, Yale University
An Update on OHMS and the Louie B. Nunn Center Doug Boyd, University of Kentucky Libraries - Louie B. Nunn Center for Oral History
Indiana University’s Bicentennial Oral History Project: A Behind the Scenes Look Jon Cameron, Indiana University

Chair: Chris Lacinak, AVP

044. Transnational Arab Oral Histories: Complicating the Discourse of Democracy
OHA Annual Meeting
Roundtable
1:30 to 3:00 pm
Zoom: Room 4

Panelists:
Tariq Adely, Georgetown University
Majd Al-Waheidi, Georgetown University
Aviselle Diaz, Georgetown University
Samar Saeed, Georgetown University

Chair: Joan Mandell, Georgetown University

045. Intersections of Memory and Social History: The Influence of Democracy, Policy, and Systems on the World
OHA Annual Meeting
Paper Session
1:30 to 3:00 pm
Zoom: Room 6

Participants:
The X-Marks of Indian Scouts and Would-Be Prospectors: Social Memory and Settler Colonialism in Western Shoshone Country Ryan Samuel Morini, University of Florida
Generational Voice-Centered Analyses Rebecca Swann-Jackson, Montclair State University
“Hawai‘i solutions to Hawai‘i problems”: Lessons in Democracy from the 1978 Constitutional Convention Micah Mizukami, University of Hawaii at Manoa
Democracy from Desert to Modern Society: UAE Oral History Narratives Aisha Bilkhair, National Archives- UAE
The Warmest Years on Record Rachel Garber Cole, Independent Scholar

Chair: Rebecca Swann-Jackson, Montclair State University
046. Redefining Representative Democracy on Capitol Hill: Oral Histories of Women in Congress  
OHA Annual Meeting  
Listening Session  
1:30 to 3:00 pm  
Zoom: Room 7  
Presenters:  
Kathleen Johnson, U.S. House of Representatives  
Michael J. Murphy, U.S. House of Representatives  
V. Grace Ethier, U.S. House of Representatives

047. Democratizing Oral History: Sharing the Voices of Black and Indigenous Peoples in Canada, and Cons templating Barriers of Access  
OHA Annual Meeting  
Panel  
1:30 to 3:00 pm  
Zoom: Room 8  
Participants:  
Re-centering First Voices in VR: Relationality and Oral History in the Digital Oral Histories for Reconciliation (DOHR) Project  
Jennifer Roberts-Smith, University of Waterloo  
Jennifer Llewellyn, Dalhousie University; Kristina Llewellyn, University of Waterloo  
VR as a Tool for Co-Creation and Pedagogies of Decolonization  
Elizabeth Miller, Concordia University  
Hear, Here: Grappling with the Inherent Challenges of Forging Democracy in London Ontario, Canada  
Ariel Beaujot, University of Wisconsin La Crosse; Michelle Hamilton, Western University

Chair:  
Steven High, Concordia University

048. Forum on the Protests Following the Murder of George Floyd  
OHA Annual Meeting  
Roundtable  
1:30 to 3:00 pm  
Zoom: Room 9

049. Education in High School and University Involves Listening: Creating Diverse Curriculum Content in Dissertations  
OHA Annual Meeting  
Paper Session  
3:30 to 5:00 pm  
Zoom: Room 1  
Participants:  
UC Berkeley Oral History Center K16 Outreach Project: The HIV/AIDS Curriculum Pilot  
Pamela Sporn, Grito Productions  
Billings Women, History, and Activism HSU Oral History Project  
Christina Zepeda, Humboldt State University  
Oral History, Creative Commons, and Standards of Learning: A Case Study in Virginia  
Jessica Taylor, Virginia Tech  
Indiana Tech Veterans Oral History Project: Preparing Students to be Active Listeners  
Carrie Rodesiler, Indiana Institute of Technology

Chair:  
Alissa R. Funderburk, Jackson State University

050. Oral History for an Audience: Podcasts, Performance, and Documentaries  
OHA Annual Meeting  
Paper Session  
3:30 to 5:00 pm  
Zoom: Room 10  
Participants:  
Film Screening - Detroit 48202: Conversation Along a Postal Route  
Pamela Sporn, Grito Productions  
Giveness: Shadow Puppetry, Memory, and Imagination in Oral History  
Amy Jensen, Independent Scholar  
“Grassroots & Hope: Campaigning for Obama” - An Oral History Podcast  
Carrie Ethier, Independent Scholar  
Stretching the Limits: Wit and Wisdom on Race, Class and Community Survival in the Talking Across the Lines Podcast  
Carrie Ethier, Independent Scholar

Chair:  
Shanna M. Farrell, University of California-Berkeley

051. OHA Remote Interviewing Resources Town Hall Meeting  
OHA Annual Meeting  
Roundtable  
3:30 to 5:00 pm  
Zoom: Room 2  
Panelists:  
Natalie Fousekis, California State University, Fullerton  
Steven Kent Sielaff, Baylor University Institute for Oral History

Chair:  
Allison Tracy-Taylor, Three First Names

052. High Stakes and Narrative Drama: Editing Seeds of Something Different: An Oral History of the University of California, Santa Cruz  
OHA Annual Meeting  
Panel  
3:30 to 5:00 pm  
Zoom: Room 3  
Participants:  
High Stakes and Narrative Drama: Cameron Vanderscoff, Regional History Project, University of California, Santa Cruz Library  
High Stakes and Narrative Drama: Editing Seeds of Something Different: An Oral History of the University of California, Santa Cruz  
Irene Helen Reti, Regional History Project, University of California, Santa Cruz Library

Chair:  
Irene Helen Reti, Regional History Project, University of California, Santa Cruz Library

053. The Human Rights Campaign (HRC): Reflections on Forty Years of Progressive Political Action  
OHA Annual Meeting  
Listening Session  
3:30 to 5:00 pm  
Zoom: Room 4  
Presenters:  
Leonard Cox, Columbia University  
Michael Falco, Columbia University  
George Gavrilis, Columbia University

054. Equity Budgeting: Building Oral History Budgets for Justice?  
OHA Annual Meeting  
Mini-workshop  
3:30 to 5:00 pm
055. Institutional Transformation Through the Lafayette College Queer Archives Project Oral History Initiative
OHA Annual Meeting
Panel
3:30 to 5:00 pm
Zoom: Room 6
Participants:
Transforming Lafayette College Curriculum Through the Queer Archives Project Oral History Initiative Mary Armstrong, Lafayette College
Critically Data Modeling the Queer Archives Project Charlotte Nunes, Lafayette College
Archiving the Queer Archives Project Elaine Stomber, Lafayette College
Chair:
Charlotte Nunes, Lafayette College

056. New Interpretative Methodologies for Listening to Interview Recordings
OHA Annual Meeting
Panel
3:30 to 5:00 pm
Zoom: Room 7
Participants:
A Community Perspective on the Living Archives of Rwandan Exiles and Genocide Survivors Lisa Ndejura, Concordia University
The Pedagogy and Practice of Listening to Rwandan Genocide Survivors Steven High, Concordia University; Elizabeth Tasong, Concordia University; Hussein Almahr, Concordia University; Felipe Lopera, Concordia University
The Conversational Space in Survivor Interviews – Tension Analysis Lu Xiao, Syracuse University; Jamayel Islam, University of Western Ontario; Robert Mercer, University of Western Ontario; Steven High, Concordia University
Mapping to Listen to (Life) Stories Sebastien Caquard, Concordia University; Emory Shaw, Concordia University; Jose Javier Alvarez, Concordia University; Sepideh Shahamati, Concordia University
Chair:
Steven High, Concordia University

057. What Does Done Look Like? Project Planning Mini-workshop
OHA Annual Meeting
Mini-workshop
3:30 to 5:00 pm
Zoom: Room 8
Workshop Leaders:
Troy Reeves, University Wisconsin-Madison
Jennifer A. Cramer, Louisiana State University

058. Telling COVID’s Stories: Implications for the Field
OHA Annual Meeting
Roundtable
3:30 to 5:00 pm
Zoom: Room 9
Panelists:
Janneken Smucker, West Chester University
Abigail Perkiss, Kean University
Anna F. Kaplan, DC Oral History Collaborative
Stephen Sloan, Baylor University
Jason Kelly, Indiana University–Purdue University Indianapolis
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060. Identity & Citizenship in Religious Communities
OHA Annual Meeting
Paper Session
11:30 to 1:00 pm
Zoom: Room 1
Participants:
Citizenship and the Role of Faith-Based Girls’ Groups in Atlantic Canada in the Secular Age, 1960 to 1980 Shelby Martens, University of New Brunswick
Shared Reality: The Active Participation of Seven Conservative Mennonite Women in Modest Dress Practice Megan L. Mong, Independent Scholar; John M. Clifton, SIL International & University of North Dakota
"This is the Home I Know": Religion, Identity, and Democracy in the Contemporary U.S. Elizabeth Agnew, Ball State University
Religious and Spiritual Experiences of Black Men and Their Relation to the Decline in Political Power for the Black Church Alissa R. Funderburk, Jackson State University
Chair:
Elizabeth Agnew, Ball State University

061. Oral History as Intervention: Presentation, Policy, and Practice
OHA Annual Meeting
Paper Session
11:30 to 1:00 pm
Zoom: Room 10
Participants:
Surveying the Bounds of Religious Tolerance: Community-Based Archives and the Jewish Mobile Oral History Project Deborah Gurt, University of South Alabama
Trash Talk: Using Occupational Histories from Vermont’s Solid Waste Workers for Public Education and Policy Change Virginia Nickerson, Independent Scholar
A Collaboration to Understand which Voices are Heard in Narratives Collected from Persons with Mental Illness Lynda Crane, Mount St. Joseph University; Tracy McDonough, Mount St. Joseph University
Chair:
Sojin Kim, Smithsonian Institution

062. Unsung Heroes of the Civil Rights Movement: A Visual History Project
OHA Annual Meeting
Roundtable
11:30 to 1:00 pm
Zoom: Room 2
Panelists:
  Curtis Austin, University of Oregon
  Matthew F. Barr, University of North Carolina-Greensboro
  James David Gwynn, University of North Carolina-Greensboro
Chair:
  Charles David Bolton, University of North Carolina-Greensboro

**063. Disaster Testimonies: Climate Change, Natural Hazards, and the Lived Experience of Extreme Weather**

OHA Annual Meeting
Roundtable
11:30 to 1:00 pm
Zoom: Room 3
Panelists:
  Deb Anderson, Monash University
  Abigail Perkiss, Kean University
  Carmen Bolt, American University
Chair:
  Stephen Sloan, Baylor University

**064. The Oral Histories of the International Phenomenon of Freedom Colonies.**

OHA Annual Meeting
Listening Session
11:30 to 1:00 pm
Zoom: Room 4
Presenters:
  Darold Cuba, Columbia University
  Ohden Mondesir, Weeksville Heritage Center
  TBD TBD, TBD

**065. Representing Muslim American Diasporas Through Oral Histories**

OHA Annual Meeting
Panel
11:30 to 1:00 pm
Zoom: Room 5
Participants:
  Celebrating Muslim American Diasporas Through Oral Histories Zaina Khan, Muslim American Leadership Alliance
  Muslim American Journeys Zaina Khan, Muslim American Leadership Alliance
  Collecting, Archiving, and Recording Muslim American Oral Histories Zaina Khan, Muslim American Leadership Alliance
Chair:
  Zaina Khan, Muslim American Leadership Alliance

**066. Pause for the Cause: A Conversation on Oral History and Community-Centered Justice**

OHA Annual Meeting
Roundtable
11:30 to 1:00 pm
Zoom: Room 6
Panelists:
  Will Tchakirides, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
  Daniel Horowitz Garcia, Independent Historian
  Andre Taylor, North Carolina State University
  Jennifer Whitmer Taylor, Duquesne University
Chair:
  Jason A. Higgins, UMass Amherst

**067. Book Publishing Lives!: A Conversation with Oral History Series Editors**

OHA Annual Meeting
Roundtable
11:30 to 1:00 pm
Zoom: Room 7
Panelists:
  David Cline, San Diego State University
  Nancy MacKay, Routledge
  Mary Marshall Clark, Columbia University
  Anne M. Valk, CUNY Graduate Center
Chair:
  Erin Jessee, University of Glasgow

**068. Fighting for Democracy: The Voices of Steelworkers at Sparrows Point**

OHA Annual Meeting
Roundtable
11:30 to 1:00 pm
Zoom: Room 8
Panelists:
  Bill Shewbridge, University of Maryland-Baltimore County
  Michele Stefano, Library of Congress
  Matthew Durnington, Towson University
  Samuel Collins, Towson University
Chair:
  William Barry, Community College of Baltimore County

**069. Silenced No More: DC Communities Amplify Their Stories with the DC Oral History Collaborative**

OHA Annual Meeting
Panel
11:30 to 1:00 pm
Zoom: Room 9
Participants:
  The Barry Farm Oral History Project Daniel del Pielago, Empower DC
  Centering Women’s Stories of Incarceration Kristin Adair, Unchained Media Collective
  Native Americans Are Humans, Not Mascots: Oral Histories with Native Americans Organizing Against Washington DC’s Football Team Name Mary Phillips, Omaha Tribe of Nebraska and Iowa/Laguna Pueblo
Chair:
  Anna F. Kaplan, DC Oral History Collaborative
Commentator:
  Maggie E. Lemere, Georgetown Institute for Women, Peace & Security; DC Oral History Collaborative

**070. Plenary 1**

OHA Annual Meeting
Plenary Session
1:30 to 3:00 pm
Zoom: Room 1

**071. Coffee Break 3**

OHA Annual Meeting
Reception
3:00 to 3:30 pm
SecondLife: SecondLife

**072. Rhetoric and Reality in Museums Today: Oral History as Source, Subject, and Strategy**

OHA Annual Meeting
Paper Session
3:30 to 5:00 pm
Zoom: Room 1
Participants:
  Truth in Tourism: Oral History, Public Memory, and the Mississippi Civil Rights Museum
  Roger Gatchet, West Chester University; Stephen A. King, St. Edward’s University
  How the Story of Birmingham Captured the Fight for Equal Voting Rights in the 1960s
  Alexandra Smith, Birmingham Civil Rights Institute
  Decolonizing Museums: An Oral History Approach
  Elisabeth Grayce Rios-Brooks, University of Florida
Chair:
  Rachel Seidman, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill

073. "Hitched to Everything": Aaron Mair, Environmental Justice, and the Sierra Club
OHA Annual Meeting
Listening Session
3:30 to 5:00 pm
Zoom: Room 10
Presenters:
  Shanna M. Farrell, University of California-Berkeley
  Roger Eardley-Pryor, University of California-Berkeley
  Aaron Mair, Sierra Club 57th President & New York State Department of Health

074. Keeping the Faith: Oral History in Religious Communities
OHA Annual Meeting
Paper Session
3:30 to 5:00 pm
Zoom: Room 2
Participants:
  Interfaith Chicago: Launching a Course-Based, Multi-Semester Oral History Project
  Erin McCarthy, Columbia College Chicago; Heidi Marshall, Columbia College Chicago
  Oral Histories of LGBTQ+ Mennonite Leaders
  Rachel Walnter Goossen, Washburn University
  Standing in Authenticity: Interpreting the Struggles and Power of Black Lesbian Religious Leaders
  Monique Nicole Moultrie, Georgia State University
Chair:
  Zaheer Ali, Independent Scholar

075. On Stage, Screen, and in the K-12 Classroom: Innovations in Using Oral History Methodologies
OHA Annual Meeting
Roundtable
3:30 to 5:00 pm
Zoom: Room 4
Panelists:
  Kelly Anderson, Smith College
  Thomas Allen Harris, Yale University; Family Pictures USA
  Iesha Jackson, University of Nevada, Las Vegas
  Doris Watson, University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Chair:
  Marcia M. Gallo, University of Nevada-Las Vegas / SOHA

Workshop Leaders:
  Alisa Del Tufo, Threshold Collaborative
  Fanny Julissa Garcia, Independent Oral Historian
  Zoe West, Columbia University

077. Metadata for the Masses: Introducing the OHA Metadata Task Force’s Element List & Online Tool
OHA Annual Meeting
Roundtable
3:30 to 5:00 pm
Zoom: Room 6
Panelists:
  Natalie Milbrodt, Queens Library
  Jaycie Vos, University of Northern Iowa
  Lauren Kata, NYU Abu Dhabi Library
Chair:
  Steven Kent Sielaff, Baylor University Institute for Oral History

078. Questioning Democracy: Oral History as a Decolonizing Tool
OHA Annual Meeting
Roundtable
3:30 to 5:00 pm
Zoom: Room 7
Panelists:
  Nēpia Mahuika, University of Waikato
  Malinda Maynor Lowery, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
  Karida Brown, UCLA
  Sarah McNamara, Texas A&M University
Chair:
  Wesley Hogan, Duke University Center for Documentary Studies

079. Real World History: Student Oral Historians Preserve Memories of the Great Migration to Washington, DC
OHA Annual Meeting
Panel
3:30 to 5:00 pm
Zoom: Room 9
Participants:
  Putting Oral History at the Center of a High School History Class
  Cosby Hunt, Center for Inspired Teaching
  Student Reflections on the Great Migration Oral History Project
  Current and Former Real World History Students, Center for Inspired Teaching
  Using Oral History to Engage Washington DC Youth of Color in Historical Content
  Jenice View, George Mason University
Chair:
  Max Enrique Gonzalez Peterson, Center for Inspired Teaching

080. Presidential Reception
OHA Annual Meeting
Reception
6:00 to 8:00 pm
SecondLife: SecondLife

081. Who Gets to Speak?: Diversifying the Historical Record
OHA Annual Meeting
082. Home, Church, and Work: A Century of Change in Black Cultural Spaces
OHA Annual Meeting
Paper Session
11:30 to 1:00 pm
Zoom: Room 10
Participants:
Women of Historic Black D.C. Church: Leading, Serving, Pioneering Adelle Banks, Independent Scholar
“You’ll know if you belong”: African American Migration and Resettlement in West Baltimore Elgin L. Klugh, Coppin State University
Houston in 2020: Self-Employed Black Artists Amy C. Evans, Independent Scholar
Rebuilding by Documenting Worker Power: Planning and Reflecting with the New Orleans Workers' Center for Racial Justice Sarah Fouts, University of Maryland-Baltimore County

Chair: Amy C. Evans, Independent Scholar

083. The More [Metadata], The Merrier: Bilingual Indexing in OHMS
OHA Annual Meeting
Mini-workshop
11:30 to 1:00 pm
Zoom: Room 2
Workshop Leaders:
Christa Patricia Whitney, Yiddish Book Center's Wexler Oral History Project
Carole Renard, Yiddish Book Center

084. Images and Voices of the Black Freedom Struggle: The Civil Rights History Project in Retrospect
OHA Annual Meeting
Roundtable
11:30 to 1:00 pm
Zoom: Room 3
Panelists:
David Cline, San Diego State University
Seth Kotch, University of North Carolina
Elaine Nichols, NMAAHC
Judy Richardson, Independent Scholar
Chair: Guha Shankar, Library of Congress

085. This Is How We Grieve: A Self-Reflective Conversation on Emotionally Charged Interviews and Their Effect on the Oral History Interviewer
OHA Annual Meeting
Facilitated Discussion
11:30 to 1:00 pm
Zoom: Room 4
Chair/Commentator: Emily Blackshear, Oklahoma Oral History Research Program
Facilitators:
Tanya Blackshear, Oklahoma Oral History Research Program
Karen Neurohr, Oklahoma Oral History Research Program
Juliana Nykolaiszyn, Oklahoma State University Library

086. Multi-Year Digital Oral History Project Design in the College Classroom.
OHA Annual Meeting
Mini-workshop
11:30 to 1:00 pm
Zoom: Room 5
Workshop Leaders:
Janneken Smucker, West Chester University
Charles Hardy, West Chester University

087. Keep Calm and Process On: How Collection Managers Can Move from Assessment to Accessibility
OHA Annual Meeting
Paper Session
11:30 to 1:00 pm
Zoom: Room 6
Participants:
So You Walk Into an Oral History Backlog: Assessing Collections and Determining Processing Goals Catherine Mayfield, Maryland Historical Society
Processing and Digitizing Legacy Oral History Collections from Academic Medical Institutions Timothy Wisniewski, Johns Hopkins Medical Institutions
The Beginning of a Beautiful Friendship: Navigating Allies to Reveal Untold Stories Ashley Todd-Diaz, Towson University
Connecting the Dots: Providing Online Access to Oral History Collections Aiden Faust, University of Baltimore

Chair: Catherine Mayfield, Maryland Historical Society

088. Listen to Them: Community Involvement in Project Design of a Community-based Oral History Project
OHA Annual Meeting
Mini-workshop
11:30 to 1:00 pm
Zoom: Room 7
Workshop Leaders:
Aliza Becker, Bard College
Noah Schoen, Bard College (fiscal sponsor of my oral history project Meanings of October 27th)

089. A Celebration of the Work of Linda Shopes
OHA Annual Meeting
Roundtable
11:30 to 1:00 pm
Zoom: Room 8
Panelists:
Art Hansen, California State University, Fullerton
Kathryn Nasstrom, University of San Francisco
Don Ritchie, Senate Historical Office
**Newcomers’ Coffee Hour / Speed-Networking**
OHA Annual Meeting
Reception
11:30 to 1:00 pm
Zoom: Room 9

**Coffee Break 4**
OHA Annual Meeting
Reception
1:00 to 1:30 pm
SecondLife: SecondLife

**Keynote Address**
OHA Annual Meeting
Keynote Address
1:30 to 3:00 pm
Zoom: Room 1

**American Democracy?: The Struggle for Voting Rights**
OHA Annual Meeting
Paper Session
3:30 to 5:00 pm
Zoom: Room 1

**Gender Voices: Women’s Contributions to National Consciousness**
OHA Annual Meeting
Paper Session
3:30 to 5:00 pm
Zoom: Room 2

**Using Oral History to Democratize the History of the National Park Service**
OHA Annual Meeting
Panel
3:30 to 5:00 pm
Zoom: Room 3

**Finding Solutions: A Review of a Homegrown Oral History Content Management Tool**
OHA Annual Meeting
Mini-workshop
3:30 to 5:00 pm
Zoom: Room 4
Workshop Leaders:
Patrick Daglaris, Oklahoma State University
Damith Mahapatabendige, Oklahoma State University

**Harlem Through My Eyes: Collecting Oral Histories in a Digital Age**
OHA Annual Meeting
Performance
3:30 to 5:00 pm
Zoom: Room 5
Chair:
Ruth Edmonds Hill, Schlesinger Library, Havard University
Commentator:
Jen Myronuk, STEM on Stage
Performers:
Melvin R. McCray, Columbia University
Robert Smyth, Yellow Moon Press

**The Brookland Literary and Hunting Club (BLAHC): Friendship, Life, and Cards Among Black Men through 78 Years of DC History**
OHA Annual Meeting
Performance
3:30 to 5:00 pm
Zoom: Room 6
Workshop Leaders:
Eve K. Austin, Independent Scholar
Kenneth Campbell, Independent Scholar

**Trans Oral Histories: Narrative as Trans Worldmaking**
OHA Annual Meeting
Roundtable
3:30 to 5:00 pm
Zoom: Room 7
Panelists:
Myrl Beam, Virginia Commonwealth University
Blu Buchanan, University of California, San Diego
Rachel Mattson, University of Minnesota Libraries
Michelle Esther O’Brien, NYC Trans Oral History Project/NYPL/NYU
Evan Taylor, University of Victoria/University of Toronto
Chair:
Elspeth Henning Brown, University of Toronto

**Storytelling Over Food in NYC—With 10,000 Smartphones: How Vendors’ Oral Histories Enhanced the Queens Night Market Experience**
OHA Annual Meeting
Performance
3:30 to 5:00 pm
Zoom: Room 8
Chair: **Storm Garner**, The Queens Night Market Vendor Stories Oral History Project/ Columbia University

Commentator: **John Wang**, The Queens Night Market--Founder & Director

Performers: **Storm Garner**, The Queens Night Market Vendor Stories Oral History Project/ Columbia University

**John Wang**, The Queens Night Market--Founder & Director

**101. Listening to our Place: Towards a Democratic History of Mississippi**

OHA Annual Meeting

Roundtable

3:30 to 5:00 pm

Zoom: Room 9

Panelists:

**Annemarie Nichols Anderson**, Southern Foodways Alliance

**Hooper Schultz**, Center for the Study of Southern Culture

**James Thomas**, Center for the Study of Southern Culture

**Keon Burns**, Center for the Study of Southern Culture

**Alan Munshower**, Center for the Study of Southern Culture

Chair: **Jessica Wilkerson**, University of Mississippi

**102. OHMAR Meet and Greet**

OHA Annual Meeting

Reception

5:00 to 6:00 pm

SecondLife: SecondLife

**103. International Reception**

OHA Annual Meeting

Reception

6:00 to 8:00 pm

SecondLife: SecondLife

---
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**104. OHA Business Meeting**

OHA Annual Meeting

Meeting

10:00 to 11:15 am

Zoom: Room 1


OHA Annual Meeting

Panel

11:30 to 1:00 pm

Zoom: Room 1

Participants:

- Documenting the Quest for Democracy: The 1975 McKeldin-Jackson Project and the Maryland Historical Society’s ‘Effort to Examine’ Maryland’s Civil Rights Movement
  - Holly Werner-Thomas, Independent Scholar

- Charming City: The Amplification of Baltimore’s White Ethnic Community Narratives and the Baltimore Neighborhood Heritage Project
  - Jessica Douglas, Independent Scholar

- 40 Years Later, 12 Years Later: A Critical Analysis of Baltimore ’68: Riots and Rebirth Public History Project
  - Benji de la Piedra, Central Arkansas Library System

Chair: **Linda Shopes**, Independent Scholar

Commentator: **Kelly Elaine Navies**, Smithsonian National Museum of African American History and Culture

**106. Collecting, Archiving and Sharing LGBTQ+ Histories in Rural and Semi-Rural Communities**

OHA Annual Meeting

Panel

11:30 to 1:00 pm

Zoom: Room 10

Participants:

- Discovering LGBTQ History in Pennsylvania’s Heartland
  - Barry Loveland, LGBT Center of Central PA History Project

- Queer Beyond the Coast: Deepening the Documentation of Monterey County's LGBTQ Past Through Oral History
  - Kristen Ana La Follette, California State University

- Monterey Bay: David A. Reichard, California State University Monterey Bay

- Moving Through and Beyond Whiteness in an Appalachian Community
  - Gregory Samantha Rosenthal, Roanoke College

Chair: **Mary Rizzo**, Rutgers University-Newark

Commentator: **Joseph Plaster**, Johns Hopkins University

**107. A Century of Student Led Quests for Democracy**

OHA Annual Meeting

Roundtable

11:30 to 1:00 pm

Zoom: Room 2

Panelists:

- Rosemunde Goode Smith, Morgan State University

- Edward R Smith, Morgan State University

- Carole Jeffries, Morgan State University

- Clarence "Tiger" Davis, Morgan State University

- Chinedu Nwokeafor, Morgan State University

Chair: **Simone R. Barrett**, Morgan State University

**108. “I blew up the format”: Students and Faculty Reflect on an Oral History Seminar**

OHA Annual Meeting

Roundtable

11:30 to 1:00 pm

Zoom: Room 3

Panelists:

- Callie Stewart, Saint Joseph's University

- Paige Diminick, Saint Joseph's University

- Joseph Feeney, Saint Joseph's University- History Dept

- Lily Cosgrove, Saint Joseph's University

- Corinne Buttner, Saint Joseph's University

Chair: **Amber H. Abbas**, Saint Joseph's University

**109. Experiments in Embodied Listening: Part 1**

OHA Annual Meeting

Roundtable

11:30 to 1:00 pm

Zoom: Room 4

Panelists:

- Amy Starecheski, Columbia University
110. Politics, Gender, and Democracy
OHA Annual Meeting
Paper Session
11:30 to 1:00 pm
Zoom: Room 5
Participants:
Democratizing Spaces: History, Memory, and the Politics of Commemoration in Northern India c. 1978-2012
Amit Kumar, Jawaharlal Nehru University
Oral History, Democracy, and Women Politics: Quest for Representation in India
Pankaj Meena, Nehru Memorial Museum and Library
Hundred Years of Struggle: Memories, Transition and the Hindu National Socialism in India
Rajesh Prasad, Nehru Memorial Museum and Library
Alienation and Belonging in the Oral Histories of Michigan Iranian Americans
Camron Michael Amin, University of Michigan-Dearborn
Chair: Robin Weinberg, Columbia University

111. Listening as a Creative Act: Muslims in Brooklyn
OHA Annual Meeting
Mini-workshop
11:30 to 1:00 pm
Zoom: Room 6
Workshop Leaders:
Sonnet Takahisa, Brooklyn Historical Society
Zaheer Ali, Independent Scholar
Alex Tronolone, Brooklyn Historical Society
Bailey Bretz, Administrative Associate, Brooklyn Historical Society
(listed for communication purposes, not on program)

112. Film Screening - Detroit 48202: Conversation Along a Postal Route
OHA Annual Meeting
Performance
11:30 to 1:00 pm
Zoom: Room 8
Chair: Pamela Sporn, Grito Productions
Performers:
Pamela Sporn, Grito Productions
Ardath Sporn, Detroit 48020

113. Automated Transcription Services and You
OHA Annual Meeting
Mini-workshop
11:30 to 1:00 pm
Zoom: Room 9
Workshop Leaders:
Doug Boyd, University of Kentucky Libraries - Louie B. Nunn Center for Oral History
Steven Kent Sielaff, Baylor University Institute for Oral History

114. Coffee Break 5

115. Plenary 2
OHA Annual Meeting
Plenary Session
1:30 to 3:00 pm
Zoom: Room 1

116. Oral History and the Preservation of Community
OHA Annual Meeting
Paper Session
3:30 to 5:00 pm
Zoom: Room 1
Participants:
Pachamama Oral History Project: Agrarian Narratives in a Changing Climate
Anahi Naranjo, Columbia University
Quest for Inclusion: Launching the Oral History of Latinos in Connecticut Project
Juan David Coronado, Central Connecticut State University
Reflections from The Semá:th Traditional Use and Occupancy Study
Meagan Gough, USASK
Speaking ‘Freely’ About the Past: Memory Work with the Cai Luong Arts Community in the Socialist Republic of Vietnam
Hugo Frey, University of Chichester; Suzanne Joinson, University of Chichester
Chair: Juan David Coronado, Central Connecticut State University

117. Queer Oral Histories: Reflections, Analysis, and Methodology
OHA Annual Meeting
Paper Session
3:30 to 5:00 pm
Zoom: Room 10
Participants:
Gay Rodeos, Male Impersonators, and Shopping Cart Parades: A Queer Community Oral History Project with the Central Valley
Katherine M. Fobear, California State University-Fresno
‘It’s telling your story to your family’: Reflections by an Older Lesbian on Being Interviewed for a Verbatim Theatre Production
Clare Summerskill, Independent Scholar
The Strong Silenced Type?: Narrating a Butch Lesbian Citizenry
Amy Tooth Murphy, Royal Holloway, University of London
Chair: Brandon Haas, Plymouth State University

118. Networks of Economy, Testimony, and Practice: Migrants and Others Build Bridges and Seek Recognition in the U.S. and Beyond
OHA Annual Meeting
Paper Session
3:30 to 5:00 pm
Zoom: Room 2
Participants:
An Undocumented Economy: How Ethnic-Mexicans Used the Informal Economy During the Bracero Program, 1942-1964
Jonathan Angulo, Southern Methodist University
Invisible Warriors: The Quest for Full Citizenship in the
Twentieth- and Twenty-first Century U.S. Military Kimberly A. Enderle, University of Massachusetts Amherst

Crossing a Bridge as You Build It: Reflecting on the Differences in Oral History Practice between Poland and the USA Aleksandra Ciecielag, Orange County Regional History Center

Oral History and Testimonial Networks in Spaces of Migrant Transit Eleanor Paynter, Ohio State University

Chair: Anne Rush, University of Maryland College Park

119. A Life of Listening
OHA Annual Meeting
Panel
3:30 to 5:00 pm
Zoom: Room 3
Participants:
- Reflections on a Life of Listening Charles Hardy, West Chester University
- The Confluence of Narrative, Memory, and History in Oral History and Performance Della Pollock, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
- A Personal Journey in Learning to Listen Stephen Sloan, Baylor University

Chair: Martha Norkunas, MTSU

120. The Memory of an Umbilical Cord
OHA Annual Meeting
Performance
3:30 to 5:00 pm
Zoom: Room 4

Chair: Zeina Ismail-Allouche, Concordia University
Performers:
- Zeina Ismail-Allouche, Concordia University
- Jad Chami, HESS

121. Doing Signed History: Conducting Interviews in American Sign Language
OHA Annual Meeting
Panel
3:30 to 5:00 pm
Zoom: Room 6

Participants:
- What's that Sign: Interviewing Deaf New Yorkers Brianna DiGiovanni, Gallaudet University
- Interviewing Through Different National Sign Languages Erin Moriarty Harrelson, Gallaudet University
- Filming with a Deaf Lens Carolyn McCaskill, Gallaudet University

Chair/Commentator: Brian Greenwald, Schuchman Center

122. Experiments in Embodied Listening - Part 2
OHA Annual Meeting
Mini-workshop
3:30 to 5:00 pm
Zoom: Room 7

Workshop Leaders:
- Sady Sullivan, Oral History/Public History Consultant
- Cassie Mey, New York Public Library

123. Amaro Glasu/Our Voice
OHA Annual Meeting
Performance
3:30 to 5:00 pm
Zoom: Room 8

Chair: Mary Evelyn Porter, RomaRising
Performers:
- Chadwick Evans Wyatt, RomaRising
- Mihaela Drăgan, Guivlipen

124. Reclaiming and Interrogating Our Stories: Latinx Oral Histories
OHA Annual Meeting
Paper Session
3:30 to 5:00 pm
Zoom: Room 9

Participants:
- Where a Piece of Me Lives: Public-Facing Projects with Latino Vietnam Vets Tomás F. Summers Sandoval, Pomona College
- “You Can Rest Assured I Will Take Care of Everything": Adela Gomez Negotiating Colonial and Gender Stereotypes in 20th Century Panama Hannah M. Byrne, Smithsonian Institution Archives
- Latino Day Laborers: Wanted but Despised Daniel Melero Malpica, Sonoma State University
- Reclaiming Education, Reinforcing the Community: The Educational and Activist Strategies of the Colegio Jacinto Treviño. Derek Xavier García, Concordia University

Chair: Paul Ortiz, University of Florida